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1. Header tag can have the value from ____.
(b) 1 to 6
2. _____ is the white rectangular area where you work.
(c)Stage
3. _____ are beliefs and rules stating what is right and what is wrong.
(b)Ethics
4. The people involves with commerce are categorized into ____.
(c)3 types
5. _____ is a markup language.
(c)XML
6. To draw a free-from line, ____ tool is used.
(b)Pencil
7. Copyright means ____.
(a)All rights reserved
8. People who purchase products are ____.
(c)Buyers
9. <p> tag is used to add a _____ in a webpage.
(c)paragraph
10. _____ means to combine the basic shapes together as one.
(a)Group
11. Acknowledging the other for downloading and using the material is called ____.
(b)Referencing
12. The key factors in e-commerce sites are ____.
(d)Trust and security
13. <b> tag is used to make the text ____ .
(a)Bold
14. What is the shortcut key to test a movie?
(d)CTRL+Enter
15. © is the symbol of _____.
(c)Copyright
16. You can talk to people face to face using _____.
(c)Video conferencing
17. Which tag is used to change the font size?
(b)<font size>
18. Frame by frame animation is used to make _____.
(a)Real Movie
19. Pirated software may contain _____ .
(b)Viruses
20. Buying products using internet is ____.
(a)online shopping

21. The web browser acts as a _____ for the HTML document.
(a)Compiler
22. Graphics, buttons and movie clip are three types of ____.
(c)Symbols
23. Which of the following is not a computer security breach?
(d)Natural disadters
24. Who is the founder of facebook?
(a)Mark zuckerberg
25. <BR> and <HR> are _____ tags.
(b)Empty
26. _____ is used to organize and modify the properties of the current selection.
(c)Property Inspector
27. It is ____ to infringe the privacy of other people without their consent.
(a)Unethical
28. Internet is like a big ____.
(b)Library
29. BGCOLOR is the attribute of ____ tag.
(b)BODY
30. A rectangle changing into a triangle is an example of ______.
(a)Motion path
31. Software piracy is the illegal _____ and ____ of software.
(a)Reproduction, Distribution
32. Online shopping is the same as buying products using ____.
(c)Internet
33. What is the extension of HTML document?
(a).html
34. ____ are like the sheets of transparent paper arranged in a stack.
(a)Layers
35. People who sell products and services are ____.
(b)Sellers
36. A blog is derived from the term ____.
(c)weblog
37. Which tag is used to underline the text?
(d)<u>
38. What is the outline color of the object called?
(b)Stroke color
39. ____ is a social networking site.
(a)Facebook
40. ____ can be used at various retailers while shopping.
(b)Smart card

